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Mrs Campbell and Viola Tree on the subject and
found that they hadn't the slightest idea of what
happens to Jennifer, so I concluded I was right You
have always softened it to an extent that has puzzled
me But now you have softened it out of existence
What I call the climax is Jennifer's discovery that
Ridgeon deliberately murdered Dubedat The drama-
tic effect is built up rather elaborately, because there
is first a misunderstanding and then a discovery
When Ridgeon first says CI killed him/ the audience
knows that he means el murdered him5, but Jennifer
thinks that her own frankness and sincerity have at last
conquered his vanity, and that what he means is
'Yes, yes, I own up I confess I was a duffer and made
a mess of the case' And on this she is delighted and
forgives him
"So far, you seem to understand the scene clearly
What I think you miss is the force of the revulsion of
feeling when she makes the appalling discovery that
Louis was actually deliberately murdered The point
may be a little difficult because I have not done it in
my usual way with a single stroke She has to arrive
at the truth by" arguing about the medicines, being a
little stupid and off the track at first, because the truth
is so inconceivable and so wildly remote from her first
misunderstanding But when the revelation does come,
it really ought to be a blinding one It has to be done
on the line 'It is only dawning on me, oh1 ohf you
murdered him' I think you try to get this effect on
the soft tack instead of on the explosive one That, of
course, is often a very good way of pulling off a big
effect, but in this case it misses fire Also, the line goes
wrong The repeated exclamation which is put there
to enable you to build up the final thunderclap
becomes quite senseless It does not belong to the
soft way of doing it
"Next time just try the effect of letting yourself
go on it for all you are worth, and keep up the trans-
port of horror and incredulous amazement until you

